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Abstract 

A semi-classical theory based on the path integral formalism 

is applied to the description of Coulomb fission. Complex classical 

trajectories are used to coo ute the classically forbidden transitions 

from the target's ground state to fission. In a simple model the 

energy spectrum and angular distributions of the fragments are 

calculated for the Coulomb fission in the Xe • U collision. , , 
/ /' 

Theoretical predictions are made which may be checked experimentally.' ^t--- 1--



1. INTRODUCTION 

The availability of very heavy ion beams has revived the 

interest in the possibility of inducing fission through Che Coulomb 

interaction between a heavy projectile and a fissile target. 

This process, which is usually referred to as the Coulomb fission, 

•ay contribute an important part of the induced fission cross 

section in the range of the projectile anergics below the Coulomb 

barrier. The Coulomb fission has sow unique features which make 

its study most attractive. The collective degrees of freedom which 

are involved in the fission process are directly coupled to the 

Coulomb field. For a heavy enough projectile this field is 

sufficiently strong to deform the fissioning nucleus up to the 

fission saddle point during the collision time. The system can 

then proceed to scission without going through the slow stage of 

compound nucleus formation. Such a process can be called fast 

fission and since the driving force is the well understood Coulomb 

interaction it can provide a useful way to study the variation of 

| the collective energy surface as a function of deformation, up to 

' the fission saddle point. 

Several theoretical approaches w e n proposed fox the 

calculation of the Coulomb fission process. Millets, Guth and 

Tenn (1,2] were the first to discuss the problem and to point out 

its unique features. These authors applied classical methods to 

compute the magnitude and the shape of the fission differential 

cross-section. The results predicted rather large probabilities for 

the process to occur. 
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Further investigation, carried out by Beyer and Ninther 

[3] indicated that the well-defined excitation energy obtained in 

classical calculations is substituted in quantua mechanics by a 

wide probability distribution over a range of final energies. Also 

it was found that under most conditions Couloab fission is essentially 

a clasically forbidden process and the contributions to the cross -

sections are due to the quantal tunneling effects. Therefore the 

classical treatment of Ref.[1.2] is doubtful. 

Beyer and "inther applied the seai-quantal approach commonly 

used in the description of Couloab excitation of bound states [7]. 

The authors quantized the fissioning degree of freedom and considered 

the excitation of the discrete levels in the potential well around the 

ground state deformation. Ignoring any coupling to the continuum they 

assigned the fission probability to be equal to the probability to 

excite the highest levels with energies near the fission barrier. 

In this approach the resulting cross sections were much smaller than 

the classical model predictions of Ref. [1,2]. Still the approach 

cannot be regarded as satisfactory because of the incorrect treatment 

of the continuum. Indeed, one expects that the most important excitation 

energies lie in the vicinity of the fission barrier, both below and 

above it. The unbound quantua mechanical states in this region cannot 

be replaced by disci etc levels as was done by Beyer and Winther. 

Greiner et al. (3,6] extended the calculations of Coulomb 

fission by (a) including more collective degrees of freedom in the 

Hamiltonian of the fissioning system, and (b) accounting for nuclear-

Coulomb interference which occurs at the higher bombarding energies. 

These calculations were based on the saae classical and seai-quantal 
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techniques and the results are subject to the saae degree of doubt. 

In the present work we have used the formal results of the 

seai-classical path integral aethod [8-18] and developed a better 

calculational scheae to treat Che Couloab fission problea. No 

difficulty arises in this scheae as Co the correct description of 

che transitions into continuua final states. Although these 

transitions are classically forbidden we can seai-classically treat 

thea by using coaplex valued classical trajectories [19). In this 

treataent we obtain a wide distribution of final energies consistent 

with quantua aechaical predictions. Therefore we are able to combine 

the advantages of previously used classical and seai-qucntal aethods 

and avoid the limitations of both. 

Using the seai-classical formalism we perforaed the 

calculations for a model Haailtonian describing the fission degree of 

freedoa. Despite the simplicity of the model we believe that our 

treatment is a major improvement of the Coulomb fission theory. 

We can handle correctly the "fast" part of the process which contains 

in it the unique and interesting information about the potential 

energy surface at high excitation energies. Using our results it is 

possible to extend the calculations to more elaborate models. 

The experimental situation with regard to the Couloab fission 

process is not very clear at the present time. Early attempts to 

detect the process using Kr and lighter ions yielded negative results 

[20,21]. Recently [39,40] new measurements were reported in which 

projectiles as heavy as Xe were used to induce fission of nuclei in 

the subcouloab energy region. Unfortunately, because of unsatisfactory 

separation between inelastic and transfer processes contributing to 
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the fission, the results cannot be interpreted in an unambiguous 

way. There are few indications [-*] that the measured cross-sections, 

especially at the higher bombarding energies are mainly due to 

transfer induced fission. Under these circumstances the experiaental 

identification of the Coulomb fission component requires detailed 

theoretical predictions regarding the characteristic features of the 

process which distinguish it froa the other contributing reactions. 

Our calculational scheme offers a better approximation and allows a 

more detailed discussion of these features. The coaparison of the 

results with the experiaental data indicates a possibility that at 

low bombarding energies Couloab fission coaponent is present in the 

measured cross-sections. 

The organisation of the paper is as following. The aodel 

Hamiltonian for the fission degree of freedoa is discussed in the 

next section. It is essentially the s u e as was introduced in 

Ref. [2] except for taking proper account of the continuum states. 

We briefly discuss the approximations which axe involved in using it 

and estimate their effects on the resulting cross-sections. In 

Section 3 we present the seai-classical scheae which forms the basis 

of the calculations. The formal results of this section are 

applied to the Coulomb-fission problem in Section 1. tie coapare the 

theoretical predictions with experiment and with other theoretical 

results. A. short summary concludes the paper. 



2. THE MODEL 

In this section we describe the physical model which was 

used in our Couloab fission calculations. It has aany features in 

common with the models used by previous authors (2-6] He discuss 

the applicability of the aodel to realistic cases. 

It is well known froa the theory of Couloab excitation that 

one obtains accurate results by replacing the full quantal scattering 

problea by a tiae-dependent one, in which the projectile aoves on a 

classical trajectory, and the transitions in the target are induced 

by the tine-dependent EM interaction {?]• In the present case, the 

Soaaerfeld paraaeter n is very large O350 for a typical case of 

Xe+U at 450 MeV c.a. energy) and the amount of energy transmitted to 

the target (i* MeV) is negligible £ 2%) conpared to the relative 

kinetic energy. Therefore, the tiae-dependent picture is expected 

to offer a good approximation. We liait ourselves to reactions in 

which the projectile is scattered backwards C9, • * ) . At this 

angle the cross-section is aaxiaua. Me consider only the quadruple 

components of the electric fields so that the driving tiae-dependent 

interaction is 

Z.e2 
j-*3 Q • P2Ccos8). CM) 

'p'Ct) 

Here, Q is the intrinsic quadrupole moment of the target and 

r (t) is the projectile-target distance, whose tiae-dtpendenca is 

given by the classical Rutherford trajectory. The angle 8 is the 



angle between the symmetry axis of the defoimed target and the 

trajectory axis. Due to the large moment of intertia of the 

fissioning target the angular velocity dB/dt imparted to the target 

is very small. Consider a typical case of a Xe at S HeV/n 

238 
scattering off a U target. The average amount of angular aoaentum 

gained by the target is less than 20 n (25 J. The change in the angle 

8 during the collision tiae is about 7° [2SJ. We can therefore 

•ssuae 6 to be constant throughout, and to obtain the fission 

probability by an averaging of the contributions which coae froa the 

various initial orientations. This approximation is equivalent to 

the sudden approximation K • 0) in the study of Couloab excitation of 

rotational bands [26]. In the latter case it is known to be a 

rather good approximation. 

The fissioning nucleus is a complicated system in which both 

collective and single particle "statistical" degrees of freedom pixy 

iaportant roles. In our model we consider only the fission collective 

degree of freedom. It is associated with the single deformation 

parameter which at saall deformations gives rise to the g-vibrational 

states. At large values this parameter coincides with the separation 

distance between the fission fragments. It is siailar to the paraaeter 

f2 in the paraaetrisation of the nuclear deformation introduced in 

Ref. I-7). We shall use the symbol q for this degree of freedom. 

The Haailtonian H0(p,q) which governs the unperturbed motion 

in the q space is assumed to have the form 

.2 

"o*-" ' X * »W C2.2) 
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According to our definition of q, the mass a should be 

equal to the reduced mass u of the fission products when q is large, 

and at small values of q it should be related to the known value 

of the mass parameter B for 3 vibrations. We achieve this goal by 

relating q and B through 

8 • q/q„ C2-3) 

Here> the constant a has the dimension of length and it is 

fixed by the asymtotic condition on the mass 

B - uqo
2 12.*) 

We consider only symmetric division of mass in the fission-procees so 

that u is one-fourth of the aass of the fissioning nucleus. 

Very little is known about the value of m in the intermediate 

region of q. For simplicity, we take it to be a constant, equal to 

its asymptotic value. Every Hamiltonian (in one dimension) whose 

aass parameter depends on the coordinate can be canonically transformed 

so that in the new representation the mass is constant, and the 

potential function is modified. Therefore, our choice of a constant 

mass implies that the potential U(q) already contains the effects 

of the variable mass. 

The functional dependence of U(q) in (2.2) is taken as 

0-& 2 f. y /B-B ill 
U(q) • T f exp /*» (-jgSj [i . | [-^flj tf.S) 

where S is related to q by (2.3), T f is the energy released in 

fission, $0 - the equilibrium deformation, 6Q* 48 • pV - the 

deformation at.the fission barrier. 
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The constant a is 

T_ • fch 
a * In - , (2.6) 

'f 

E. is the barrier height. 

The form (2.5) is different from the cubic polynomial 

dependence of U used in previous calculations [1-4J. The reason for 

our choice is the desire to have a Haailtoiuan which has a correct 

behaviour at q-"» and can be analytically continued into the complex 

plane to allow the application of the semi-classical methods, which 

are described below. In Fig. 1 the form (2.S) is compared to the 

corresponding cubic polynominal forn of Ref. [lj. It is seen 

that in the most important region of variation of 3 both potentials 

are practically identical. 

For the large values of 3 the function (2.5) fall; off too 

rapidly as compared to the correct Coulomb-like dependence. As will 

be discussed later this discrepancy has a small effect on the results 

of the calculations. 

The parameters 6Q, E^ and T f which enter Eq.(2.5) are 

experimentally measured quantities. As in Ref. [3] we estimate the 

remaining parameter Ap together with the mass parameter B for the 

6-motion from the experimental values for the energy of the first 

g-vibrational state 

u, • (C/B)1/2 (2.7) 

and the intrinsic quadrupole matrix element •: l! M(E2)| 0> from the 

ground state to this state 

|<1|M(E2)|0>|:. —2r- :£ e'V * | M (2.8) 
16*" r ° :iBC)''-



In Eq. (2."-8), R is the nuclear radius and C the 

restoring, force 

36' 
c , ii 

2 m2 Tf 

6T„ T . t E f 

In T - (2.9) 

o-P0 

The use of the potential (2-5) with exponential rather 

than Coulomb dependence at large values of 6 is justified by the 

following considerations. The excitation of the 8 mode is rather 

sudden (the corresponding adiabaticity parameter 4> 0,5 in a typical 

case). This means that the excitation energy is supplied mainly 

through the change of the kinetic energy of the vibrational node. 

The value o£ the deformation parameter does not change appreciably 

during the excitation time and the large @ behaviour of the potential 

should not be important provided the penetrability of the fission 

barrier near its maximum is reproduced correctly. 

In order to verify this conclusion we have tested our 

calculations using a functional form of the potential which is 

different from (2.5) but equally well fits the experimental values 

of & , Eb, 1p u and<l|M(EJ)|'0>. This test is -specially important 

since the semi-classical method used in our calculations requires an 

analitic continuation of the potential into the complex 8 plane. 

If the method is correct, the results should not be sensitive to a 

particular functional form of physically equivalent potentials. 

The potential chosen for comparison was 

Ui.*t » Tf I i U-t"*) • 4 e x ° / a ~ e "
( M o ) V l * ] (2.i0) 

where we denoted by x the ratio '.i-c^j/tt. 
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The parameters x and a" in (-.10) are fixed by the 

following procedure. Comparing the small x behaviour of (2.10) 

and (2.5) one finds 

x0/a
2 « 3o - 1/6 (2.11) 

where o is defined in (2.6). Varying xQ and a such that (2.11) 

is fulfilled,one adjusts their values by requiring that u(x) 

has the correct barrier height Tf • E^. 

In Fig. 1 we compare the potentials (2.10) and (2.5). 

As required they are nearly coincident in the barrier region. 

For large values of x the potentials U and U differ significantly 

and of course have an entirely different analitic continuation to the 

complex values of x. 

It was found in our calculations that the Coulomb fission 

probabilities change very little fz 5%) when H is replaced by &. 

Despite the difference in the analitic form of the two potentials the 

results are practically identical once the characteristic features 

of the fission barrier region are correctly reproduced. 

We have used the following relation between the quadropole 

•lament Q in Eq. (2.1) and the deformation S 

q « - ^ : T R ^ 3 C.ii) 
* STT 

This relation is appropriate only for smili \uiues of :. 

However again the sudden nature of the 2 node excitation justifies 

the use of (2.11) in the interaction (.2.1) for all values of j. 

Another approximation in our model Hamiltonian is to 

file:///uiues
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neglect the rotational-vibrational coupling as well as the excitation 

of the v-degree of freedom. One can expect that the former is of 

greater importance, because of the dependence of the fission barTieT 

height on the spin of the fissioning nucleus. In principle it is not 

difficult to include this degree of freedom into the model. 

The effect of inclusion of the rotational-vibrational coupling 

on the probability of Coulomb fission was studied in Ref. [6]. 

The ground band E2 matrix elements used in this work are essentially 

larger than the measured quantities, which agree very well with the 

rigid body model predictions . This fact indicates that the 

influence of vibrational-rotacional coupling is not as strong as 

stated in Ref. [6}. 

The excitation of non-collective degrees of freedom is 

certainly of importance* especially for energies in the vicinity 

of the fission barrieT. In this range of excitation energies, the 

density of state* is very high, and the collective strength spreads 

over a broad band of non-collective states [3], In classical terms, 

this phenomenon corresponds to friction, which dissipates energy and 

flux from the collective degrees of freedom. The inclusion of a 

classical friction term in the Hamiltonian is compatible with our 

semi-classical treatment. This is one of the advantages of the 

method. 

In summary we can say that the approximations which are 

made by th- choice of the Hamiltoian C.T) tend to enhance the 

calculated cross-sections for Loulomb-fissicn. Hence, we consider 

our results a* a reasonable upper limit estimate of the probability 

Ke art Indebted to Dr. M. uuldry for drawing our attention to this 
point. 
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of the Coulomb-fission process. Within our semi-classical scheme it 

is possible to improve the quality of the results by using a more 

sophisticated model. Still, in our opinion it seems to be premature 

in the present stage of experimental information. 

3. SEMI-CLASSICAL THEORY 

As was explained in the preceeding section we describe a 

fission process which occurs in a fissile nucleus under the influence 

of a time-dependent electric field. This field is produced by a 

projectile moving along a Rutherford orbit. We assume a collective 

description for the target nucleus which includes the fission mode 

and will consider now the semi-classical theory of transitions caused 

by the time-dependent field. 

The Haniltonian of the model introduced in Section 2 is 

(3.1) 

Eq. (2.2) and Eq. 

respectively. V. t(q,'c) vanishes when t -*i*>. 

At the initial tine t.-*-» before the collision the target 

nucleus is described by the wave function o.(q). The transition 

amplitude to a final state $f(q) at tf-~> is given by 

»fi * *" l 

" t . — (3.2) 

* J*/(qf) "(qj.t^qj.tj) Oj (q^dqjdqf) 

Here E. and E, are the energies of initial and final states and 
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Klqf.t^qj.tj; -<qf.e " ' ^ ^ W „.> (3.3) 

is the time-dependent propagator for the Hamiltonian (3.1). 

In order to derive the semi-classical approximation to the 

amplitude (3.2) we will use the path integral representation for the 

propagator (3.3) and the WKB expressions for the initial and final 

wave functions. The integral over q. and qf which appears in (3.2) 

will be performed simulaneously with tne path integration using a 

generalized saddle point approximation (SPA) lit)]. 

The KKB expressions for », and »_ can be written as [19]. 

*iC<!) - AjCO exp[(i/n) S.(q)] (3.4m) 

*f(q) • Af(q) exp[(i/fi) Sf(q)] (3.4b) 

Here the actions S.(q) and S.(q) are solutions of the corresponding 

Hamilton-Jacobi equations 

(3.Sa) 

(3.Sb) 

For H (p,q) of the fora (2.2) one has 

Ho 

Ho 

l3q -
3Sf 

q) 

q) 

-

* 

Ei 

Ef 

S i f « r J -»(E i f- U(q)) dq (3.6) 

which is the familiar expression for the phase of the MKB wave 

function. The amplitudes A,(q) and A-(q) in Eq. (3.4) are proportional 

to (2m(E.-U(q))"1/4 and (2«(Ef-U(q))"
1/4 respectively or, alternatively 

to t.i2Si/inHi)'
1/2 and (3:Sf/aq3Ef)"

1/2. 

The actions S, f(q) are usually not single valued functions of 

q (cf. the square root in Eq. ;3.6)). The sua over all branches of 

S. f(q) should be taken in Eq. (3.4), and the coefficients Aj f(q) 
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are fixed by the boundary and normalization conditions on the wave 

functions $. f(q). We will now obtaine explicit expressions for 

A. and Af. 

Initially the target nucleus is taken to be in the lowest 

energy vibrational state inside the well of the potential U (Fig.l). 

10 a high degree of accuracy the tunneling through the fission barrier 

can be neglected in this state and the initial WKB wave function is 

q 

* i C , )"^feC 0 S(^P i ( , } d ,-J) 
* " q, 

(3.7) 

with 

PiCq) • •'Snp-UTqTT (3.8) 

The expression (3.7) is correct only between the turnina 

points q, and q9 (cf. Fig. 1) (excluding the vicinity of these points). 

In the regions q<q- and q > q.,, SMq) is given by the appropriate WKB 

connection formulas [2$]. The constant a, in i3.~] is fixed by the 

nomalization condition 

I 2 rra. 
1 * l*(q)l do. a i— 

l' l l H J | Hi "2«j (3.9) 

where u is the frequency (2.7) of the vibrational notion. 

We now turn to the expression for the final wave function 

• •(q). Sine* w* are interested in the transitions which lead to 

fission it is clear that the tunneling through the fission barrier 

cannot be neglected in this case. Therefore *f(q) should be taken as 
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a regular eigenfunction in the continupus spectrum of H (p,q). 

We require «.(.q) to bo normalized to o(Ei -E f). This condition 

implies that 

•«W ̂ fef ̂̂ ^ ̂  (3' 10) 
where «k(Ef) « <7m£„ and 1(Ef) is the usual p..ise shift caused by 

the potential U(q). 

Let us now discuss the WCB expression for i|i.(q) which 

satisfies (3.10). At this point it is essential to realise that only 

those values of final energy E, are important which lie close to the 

energy of the fission barrier. Mien E_ is much below the top of the 

barrier the tunneling is very small, whereas the energies high above 

the barrier can hardly be excited. 

It is well known that the usual NKB approximation cannot be 

used near the top of the barrier. In this region two out of the 

three real turning points coincide and move into the complex q-plane 

as E- is varied from below to above the barrier energy. An improved 

approach to the three turning points problem was described in the 

review by Berry and Mount [;S]. *e use here a similar treatment bastd 

on the results of Ref. [-9], It is shown in Appendix A that in the 

region left of the barrier the correct KKB expression for the final 

wave function which satisfies (3.10) is 

' - -S 1 

' o_ > 



Here 

Pf(q) - /2m(Ef-U(q)) 
C3.12) 

The factor W(E«) takes into account the effect of the finite barrier 

penetrability on the wave function inside the well. The explicit 

font of W(E.) is given by Eq. (A.7) of Appendix A. K is defined in 

terms of the action integrals S,, and S-, calculated between the 

turning points qj.q2
 , n a <lj-

A physical (waning of W is simple. This factor matches the 

amplitude of the wave function $-(q) inside the well to the given 

asymptotic form (3.10). The dependence of the matching factor N on 

the energy is shown in Fig. 2. The resonances which appear in this 

function reflect the positions of the quasistationary vibrational 

states inside the well. When the energy is higher than the barrier 

energy the matching factor approaches unity very quickly and the 

usual WKB expression which takes only one turning point q3 into 

account, becomes valid. Equations (3.7) and (3.11) allow 

us to extract the amplitudes A. and A. which appear in (3.4). 

V<> • (sSfaf (3.13a) 

f(q) tS*P7(qT; •«*> 
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In principle different phase factors should appear in Eq. i3.13). 

These factors turn out to be unimportant in the present case and 

will be omitted henceforth. 

Having established the WKB form of the initial and final 

wave functions we return now to the calculation of the amplitude 

a.. (Eq. (3.2)). He use the path integral expression for the 

propagator K(qf, tf; qt,t.) [30-32] of Eq. (.'.jj 

«,,. v ,,, ti) . / e<
i/n> s[q(t).P(t)] D l q ( t ) j D [ p ( t ), 

(3.14) 

where 

S[q(t), p(t)] • / r(pq - H) dt (3.15) 

h 
is the action functional and the integration in (3.14) is perforaed 

over all paths which satisfy 

q(tt) * q4. q(tf) * qf (3.16) 

The expression (3.14) is exact. It provides a convenient starting 

point for obtaining the semi-classical limit of the transition 

aaplitude (3.2). 

Substituing the WKB wave functions (3.4) and the path integral 

expression (3.14) into (3.2) one faces the following integral: 

f\W{> Af"(qf) exp[(i/tij Srff] dqjdqf D[q(t) ]D[p(t) ] (3.17) 

where 

Seff " Si CV ' V f ' * '' <P"!-H>Jt (3.18) 

The seai-classical liait for the transition amplitude (3.2) is obtained 

by the application or' SPA to the path integral i3.1"i. Ke shall 

briefly discuss how this is done, referring for aore details to Ref. (18). 
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We are looking for the paths on which S „ is stationary i.e. 

«S e f f - 0 (3.19) 

Such paths are classical paths satisfying the classical equations of 

motion 

p - -3H/3q; q - 3H/3p , (3.20) 

subject to the boundary conditions 

p(t) » aSj/Bq at t » t4, (3.21a) 

p(t) » 3Sf/3q at t • tf (3.21b) 

These conditions are obtained froa the variation of S. and S. and 

the surface terms arising in variation of the integral (3.15). 

The waning of Eq. (3.20-21) is simple. A classical path, 

which obeys (3.20) should be selected, so that its initial and final 

coordinates and momenta lie on the lines in phase space described by 

Eq. (3.21a) and Eq. (3.21b) respectively. As it is seen from (3.6) 

these lines are the contours of constant energy E. or E. corresponding 

to the unperturbed Hamiltonian H (p,q). 

This simple interpretation of constant energy lines holds only 

for one dimensional systems. In the case of M degrees of freedom 

each of the relations (3.21) will be replaced by M relations which 

describe an M dimensional surface in the 2M dimensional phase spaco of 

the physical system [18]. This surface is sometimes called invariant 

torus and plays an important role in the semi-classical analysis of the 

bound state problems [33]. As was already mentioned one should 

include the summation over all branches of Si and S. in the WKB 

expressions (3.4). The corresponding sum will also appear in the 
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integral (3.17). The stationary phase conditions (3.20-21) select 

particular terns of this sua, so that our treatnent is completely 

general as long as all the branches of S. and S, are allowed in 

Eq. (3.21). 

The application of the SPA to (3.17) gives the following 

result [18]. 

I *<|> e ' 1 ™ Serf (3.22) 

) 

where the sua is taken over all classical paths satisfying (3.20-21) 

and the so called "reduced amplitudes" Kf. are defined by 

*fi * AiCqi1} V ' f 1 ' / "ifli t«2seff)Cl dtf dqjBUtt)) D[p(t)] (3.25) 

cl 
The superscript ( ) indicates evaluation at the classical path. 

The path integral which appears in (3.23) is a Gaussian 

path integral and can be explicitly evaluated. This is done in 

Appendix B. 

The result for K_. can be expressed as 

ftfl • (2irih)
V{A* (q^1) Aj (q*1) (Pf/a (.lEf/SqU.jV

1 (S.24) 

Here we again oait irrelevant phase factors. The rigorous 

definition of 3E,/3q(t.) which appears in Eq. (3.24) is given in 

Appendix B. 

Using the result (3.24) and the explicit expresions (3.13) 

for A, and A,, we can obtain the final seai-classical expression 

for the transition amplitudes. 
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2 
Pn 

classical I 2i*p i(q,)3E f /5q(t i) J 
i*" paths 

I W(E£> 

(3.:4) 

x exp[( i /n)(S t f f» E f t f - E ^ ) ] 

Here we defined 

po - /S^ I €j • * u/2 (3.251 

The sua in Eq. (3.24) should be taken over all classical paths which 

contribute to a given transition, i.e. which satisfy (3.21). 

However, we will see later that in the case of Coulomb fission there 

is no real classical path leading to fission. In other words this 

process is classically forbidden. Such a process is semi-classically 

described by coaplex solutions of Hamilton's equations of notion [19]. 

In a forthcoaing publication [17] we discuss how the seai-classical 

analysis based on the path integral method can be extended to treat 

coaplex trajectories. In general the siaple SPA results should be 

replaced by a aore sophisticated uniform expressions [15] which 

describe correctly the transitions in the vicinity of classically 

allowed region. For our purposes however, we will find it sufficient 

to use a siapler asyaptotic fora of these expressions. It is 

derived by an extension of the steepest descent aethod to the path 

integration. The result looks formally the saae as the analytic 

continuation of Eq. (3.24) to tht doaain of coaplex classical paths. 

O u y one tern with the saallest positive I"(S £,) should be retained 

in the analytically continued expression (3.24). At chis point it 



should become clear why various phase factors have been omitted 

in Eq. (3.13) and Eq. (3.24). Such factors are important only 

in a situation with several interferring classical paths in (3.24). 

In the next section we will discuss how the coiplex classical 

paths which contribute to Coulomb fission are actually found and 

used to calculate the quantities which venter the amplitude (3.24). 

Here we wish to notice that the contribution of a complex path to 

(3.24) consists of three factors. Using the description of the 

initial state tj). (q) in terms of the action-angle variables I. and 

ui. [19] it is not difficult to show that the factor under the square 

root sign in (3.24) can be written as 

• w Sdij 

-1 

E. 

This is the classical probability to find the systea in the state 

with final energy E_ if it originally had a fixed initial energy E.. 

The Hatching factor N(E.) in (3.24) has been discussed 

earlier. It reflects the damping of transitions due to the barrier 

penetrability. The last exponential factor for a complex path 

describes the quantum mechanical damping of classically forbidden 

transitions. In contrast to the damping due to W(E.) this factor 

expresses the fact that the excitation of high final energies are 

classically forbidden in a dynaaical sense. 

Once the amplitudes a,, are calculated, they can be used 

to obtain the cross-sections and angular distribution of the fission 

products. Due to the normalisation of the final wave functions (3.101, 

the differential fission probability for a given target oritntation and 
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a given final energy E~ is 

The total fission cross-section is obtained from (5.26) by 

Multiplying i t by Rutherford cross-section daD(6„ * TF)/dfl and 
K p p 

integrating over all final energies E» and initial orientations 

an? C8
p •") • 2" /|»fi(Ef>9)|

2 • sine d6dEf ̂  (8 .,) 

"P P 

f3.27) 

In the next section we shall apply the formulae derived 

here for the calculation of concrete exaaples and compare the 

theoretical and experimental results. 

4. CALCULATION*!. PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

The classical equations of action are derived from the 

model Haailtonian described in Section 2. These equations can be 

cast into diawnsionless form by introducing the variables 

x - {8 - B0)/48 

P " P/P0 - q„P/vlE» l4,p 

T - t/(a/v) 

P • r/i 
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where a and v are half a distance o'/ closest approach and the 

initial velocity for the Rutherford trajecto»-" 

We obtain 

jf > (C/S0)p (4.2a) 

•jf * - 5S0 ;x-x
2)e*W - J X [p(T)f3 P,(cose) (4.2b) 

with 

<|>(x) » 5ax"(l - Jx) 

5 » uia/v (the adiabaticity parameter [26)) (4.3) 

S0 - AS (£) 

•rr' o 
x • 

va2/101*ioB 

a is defined in Eq. (2.6). 

The tiae dependence of p is given in the usual paraaetric 

form 

p • 1 • coshw 

T * w • sinhw (4.4) 

The equations (4.2) should be solved tofether with the boundary 

conditions (3.21) which take the font 

Pj • ±/l * (Tf/E4) (l-exp»(x1)), for T - T ^ — (4.5») 

p f « irtf/Ej - (T f/tj)exp « ( x f ) , for T •Tf*» (4.5b) 

where the initial enerfy 

(4.6) 
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The procedure to solve Eq. (4.2) subject to the boundary 

conditions (4.5) is quite similar to that which is used in Ref. 

[19]. At large and negative tines we choose some initial values 

of x. and calculate pi froo Eq. (4.5a). Using these initial 

conditions we integrate the equations of notion (4.2) forward in 

tine until large and positive tines are reached and calculate the 

value of the final energy E. . Large tines Beans values 

sufficiently large sc that Vj (q,t) (Eq.(2.1)) is negligible and 

therefore Ei and E, are constant. 

The calculated value of E. is considered as a function of Xj. 

One must solve then the equation 

Ef(Xj) - f f (4.7) 

where £. denotes the specified value of the final energy. 

If the solutions x. lie in the classically allowed region of 

the initial notion then the corresponding p. calculated fron (4.5a) 

is real and the trajectory which leads to E. is real. If, in order 

to solve (4.7), x, should be noved into the classically forbidden 

region, p. becones conplex and so does the corresponding classical 

trajectory. As a natter of fact, we will find that in general the 

solution x. and the aonentun p. are conplex. Both branches of the 

square root in (4.5) should be examined in looking for the solutions 

of (4.7). 

After solving Eq. (4.7) one can compute all the quantities in 

Eq. (5.24) for the transition amplitude. The phase of the amplitude 

ts calculated by adding to the equations of notion one more 
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differential equation for the function S(t), 

gf • PA - H(p,q) (4.8) 

with the initial condition 

Sttj) - Sjtqj) - Ejtj (4.9) 

The phase of (3.24) is given by 

S(tt.) - Sf(qf) , Eftf (4.10) 

The initial and final actions S. (q.), S..(qf) are defined by Eq. (3.6). 

It is obvious that the phase (4.9) is independent of the initial and 

the final times once they are sufficiently large. 

The quantity 3E_/3q(t.) in Eq. (3.24) can be calculated by 

numerical differentiation. We found it aor* convenient to use the 

stability equations (B.l) which we solve simultaneously with the 

equations of notion. This procedure is advantageous in permitting a 

fast iterative solution of Eq. (4.7). 

Using the formalism described above we performed calculations 

for Xe projectile backscattered from (J for energies close to 

the Coulomb barrier. This case was chosen in order to compare our 

results with recently obtained experimental data [23]. 

The values of the parameters which enter our model Hamiltonian 

are those used in Ref. [3], namely flu • 1 MeV, Efe • 6.5 HeV (fission 

threshold plus the zero point energy), o6 • 0.2S, B • 550 1i2/MeV. 

T, • ISO MeV. Solving Eq. (4.2) we calculated the function E-(x.) for 

different target orientations fl, as it Is discussed above. The initial 

energy E^ was taken at (Tf • 'j hu) - the ground state energy of 

vibrations. 
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In Fig. 3 we show the functions £«(*.:) for two extreme 

angles 8. Each function is given tor the values of x. between 

the classical turning points of the initial unperturbed motion. 

Due to the double sign in Eq. (4.5a) every E-(xj) has t w 0 branches 

which join smoothly at the turning points. The classically allowed 

transitions lie between the maxima and the minimum of E_(x.). 

In this region there are two classical trajectories which lead to 

the sane E-. 

It is seen that even the highest allowed energy is 

2 MeV lower than the height of the fission barrier. Therefore 

bacause of the small penetrability of the barrier at these energies 

the classically allowed transitions have negligible probability to 

induce fission. This result immediately shows that the pure 

classical calculations [2] cannot be used for this problem unless the 

magnitude of the quadrupole interaction (2.1) is artificially 

increased in order to bring classically allowed energies higher than 

the fission barrier. In Ref. [2] this was effectively achieved by 

using non-realistic values of the intrinsic quadrupole matrix 

element< l|M(E2)|0>. We also indicate that in agreement with the 

quantum mechanical treatment [3] we obtain a wide distribution of 

final energies. 

Since no real classical path leads to the excitations near 

the fission barrier we search for complex values of x. which give 

real final energies higher than the maximum classically allowed 

energy E^ax(for a given 6). These values of x. are found to form 

a line in the complex x, plane. It obviously starts on the real 

axis at the value x. which corresponds to E- Higher and 



higher values of E~ are obtained as one noves along this line into 

the complex plane. This fact can be used to simplify significantly 

the searching procedure. 

The complex classical trajectories leading to real final 

energies are of different form depending on the value of E f. 

When E- is lower than the top of the fission barrier the trajectories 

have a simple form encircling the turning points. As E f is raised 

above the barrier some of the trajectories leave the vicinity of the 

turning points and move to infinity (Figs. 4-5). In this case they 

eventually end with a constant and real final momentum as one would 

intuitively expect. However, there is another kind of trajectory 

which remains close to the turning points. In Fig.16 we show an 

exaaple of such trajectory. It can be interpreted as corresponding 

to a quantua Dechanical virtual state above the potential well and is 

related to the multi-reflectional terns in the Knoll and Schaeffer 

WKB expression {34]. 

When a coaplex classical trajectory with a particular real 

value of E. is found we compute the expression (4.10) by aeans of 

(4.8-4.9). The derivative 3E-/3x- is constructed using the solutions 

of the stability equations CB.1-2). The matching factor W(EJ is 

calculated by Eq. (A.7) ot Appendix A. 

This information is used to compute the fission energy-distribution 

for a given target orientation 9, 

dP 

at, 
' « a). '•* fM'fir*«>."»,'"'««1 (4ii) :f

 t B f 9 ) ' SFTPTT [ 3*7 J ^ ( E f J ' C4-ll) 
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where SQ is given by (4.3). The expression (4.11) is a direct 

consequence of Eq. (3.24) applied to a single coaplex path. It shows 

a characteristic seai-classical divergence (seai-classical 

catasrophe [35,36]), when E . is close to E * V (3Ef/3Xj * 0 at 

x. ' x, ) and should be replaced in this region by an appropriate 

uniforn expression [15]. Since in the present case the relevant 

energy range is far froa the catastrophe region the froaula (4.11) 

is sufficient to produce correct results. 

Figure 7 shows the dependence of dP/dE, on E„ for different 

orientation angles 8. All the curves have a typical shape caused 

by the interplay of the aatching factor W(E.) responsible for the 

barrier penetration and the exponential factor in (4.U) which 

reflects the daaping,characteristic to classically forbidden 

transitions. The fine resonance structure indicated on the upper 

curve of Fig. 7 coaes froa the energy dependence of W(E.) (Fig.2) 

and corresponds to a long-living quasistationary vibrational states 

inside the well of the potential. Within the fraaework of our 

simple aodel these resonances will give rise to a sequence of delayed 

fissions with a decay tiae determined by the width of the resonances. 

Since we are intended in the fast fission processes we take only a 

smooth part of dP/dE. curves as it is shown in Fig. 7. In a real 

nucleus the high-lying vibrational levels are spread over a large 

nuaber of non-collective states with the spreading width of the 

order or larger than the distance flu between the oscillator levels. 

Our procedure of saoothing the excitation function roughly accounts 

for the daaping ot the collective action which is a consequence of 

the spreading. 
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Fro classical argumencs one expects [3] in addition that the 

duping of the collective action has a different effect depending on 

whether the nucleus is squeezed or streched during the excitation 

process. This presumably can be accounted for by introducing a 

friction ten into our model. Without doing this we expect that the 

difference in fission probabilities between the nucleus orientation 

with 9«0° and 8*90° will be less pronounced than what is given by 

our results. 

Under the assumption of fixed oritentation angle we can 

calculate the angular distribution of fission fragments (Fig.6). 

It has two sharp maxima at 0° (180°) and 90°. It falls off to zero 

at the angle-SS° which corresponds to the zero of P,(cosfl). This 

shape is of course a consequence of the simple fact that the 

Coulomb excitation of high-lying vibrational states depends effectively 

on high powers of the matrix elements of the interaction (2.1). 

There are at least three effects which will tend to smooth 

the angular dependence of Fig. 8, especially in the region of the 

deep around 55° and which are not taken into account in the present 

simple model. These effects are (a) the rotation of the target 

during the collision, (b) the presence of P, ,, CcosB) terms in the 

interaction when the scattering angle is less than ISO0, and 

(c) the non-zero angular momentum of the fission fragments. 

In addition, the damping of the collective motion will tend to reduce 

the 9-0° to 8«90° ratio. 

The effect of (a) was already mentioned in Section 2. 

It introduces a shift in angle of the order of 7 . The experiments 

reported so far were perfromed at a scattering angle e " • 166°-175°. 
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At these angles the u * ±2 component of the Coulomb interaction is 

of the order of 3% of the u*0 component. Therefore, but for filling 

up the minimum in the angular distribution, these terms will not 

have an appreciable effect. Assuming that a spin of approx. -Oh 

is transferred to the fissioning system, one can easily estimate the 

rotation of the system due to the Coulomb repulsion after fission. 

It turns out to be of the order of 5°. We conclude therfore that the 

three effects discussed above can alter the calculated angular 

distribution by smearing it with a typical width of approximately 10 . 

In Fig. 9 we compare the energy dependence of the cross-

section d*"a/dft ^fission w* t h e xP e r i i n e n t a l data. Our results 

consistently underestimate the measured values. The discrepancy is 

even stronger for the differential cross-section of backscattered 

projectiles which is obtained after integrating over the fission 

fragment angular distribution. This discrepancy could again be 

explained by a large portion of non-Coulomb fission events in the 

data. It is consistent with the expectation [23] that the 

experimental results should be considered as an upper limit for 

theoretical estimates. 

Because of given experiemtnal difficulties to detect the 

Coulomb fission phenomena one looks for possible ways to increase 

the effect. The easiest possibility may seem to use a target 

nucleus with a lower fission barrier. In Fig. 10 we show what should 

be expected in this case, A decrease of the fission barrier by 

1 MeV, increases the Coulomb fission cross-section by a factor 

of 4-5 only. The reason for this is 

easily understood by noticing that the quantum mechanical tail of 



the excitation probability distribution does not change strongly over 

the energy interval of the order of i 1 MeV. At the sane tine 

the energy dependence of the matching factor w(£f) (Fig.2) remains 

the sane except that it is shifted by the shift of the barrier 

energy. 

The Coulomb cross-section depends much more strongly on the 

charge of the projectile. Instead of giving unnecessary additional 

graphs we can infer this from Fig. 7 where the dependence on 6 due 

to the change of P,(cos8) in Eq.(3.8) can be translated into the 

corresponding dependence on Z . 

There is one interesting feature which is not reflected by 

Fig. 7. As the charge of the projectile is sufficiently large the 

maximum classical allowed energy E- (Fig.3) will become higher 

than the barrier energy and the fission process will become classically 

allowed transition. As it is seen from Fig. 3tthere are two real 

trajectories which contribute to such a transition. The interference 

between these trajectories is expected to produce an oscillatory 

pattern in the fission energy distribution with exponential tails 

above E V * and below the barrier energy. The origin of such 

behaviour is to some extent similar to the rainbow phenomena in 

elastic heavy ion scattering [37]. 

Let us finally discuss the relation of our results to other 

theoretical predictions. As we have already pointed out the pure 

classical treatment [l.-l cannot in principle provide a basis for 

the calculations of Coulomb fission. For projectiles as heavy as Xe 

this process is classically forbidden and the quantum mechanical 

treatment is necessary. 



Even for heavier projectiles when the maximum classically 

allowed energy is higher than the fission barrier one cannot 

approximate the wide distribution of excitation energies (Fig.3) by 

the well defined excitation energy obtained in the classical treatment. 

On the other hand the quantun-mechanical treatment of 

Ref. [3,4] assumes the existence of discrete vibrational levels even 

in the region of the barrier energy and does not account correctly 

for the continuum above this energy. 

It seems that within the framework of a collective excitation 

model for Coulomb fission our semi-classical scheme provides a 

better way of performing the calculations. Its main advantage is the 

ability to treat correctly the most important energy region both 

below and above the fission barrier, even if the excitations to these 

energies are classically forbidden. Although it is not easy to 

determine the accuracy of our calculations quantitatively we expect it 

to be relatively high. This is due to the fact that we effectively 

work in the region of exponentially decaying tail of the wave function 

for which the semi-classical description is mostly valid. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a semi-classical theory of the Coulomb 

fission process. It has an advantage of correct treatment of the 

continuum states near the top of the fission barrier. 

The calculations were performed in the simple collective model for 

a fissioning nucleus. The results are compared with the existing 

experimental data and some evidence has been found that the Coulomb 
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fission has indeed been detected in the measurements. 

The oversimplified model which was used should certainly be 

inproved in the future calculations. Additional collective degrees 

of freedom and rotation-vibration coupling should be considered. 

Most important, however, is the inclusion of terms responsible for 

the dissipation of collective motion in the collective nuclear 

Hamiltonian. Since the presented theoretical framework is based on 

the solution of classical equations this inclusion can be done in a 

convenient way. Nevertheless, in our opinion it would be premature 

to make a more sophisticated theoretical analysis in the present 

stage of the experimental information. The very existence of the 

Coulomb fission process is not established yet and more detailed and 

unambiguous data are necessary. We believe that our semi-classical 

method should be most useful in analysing these data. 
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__APPENDIX_A_ 

In this appendix we present an explicit expression for the 

Hatching factor W(E.) in (3.11). Consider a potaential of the form 

(2.S) (see Fig. 1). For any given total energy E,, there exist three 

classical turning points. When Ef < Tf+Eb the three points are 

real and we refer to thea as q,, q2 and q{ so that qj > q2 > q}. 

The regions q, <_ q<_ q, and q, <_q are classically allowed regions in 

which a MCB approximation can be constructed. We are interested in 

the WKB wave functions, which behave in the Unit q~> like (3.11). 

As long as the turning points q, (i«l,2,3) are well separated 

(E-«T.+E.) one can apply the siaple WKB connection foraulae to 

construct the desired wave function. In the region E.tT.+E. q, and 

q- approach each other, coalesce when Ep«T-+E. and emerge as conjugate 

coaplex nuabewfor E f > Tf*Eb. (In this case we shall take 

q, as the point with la q, > 0). In such situations one cannot apply 

the siaple connection foraulae. Correct expression were derived in 

Ref. [28] and [29], These expressions apply uniformly well for all 

the values of E-. 

Let 

if 
q3 

P(q)dq (A.l) 

be the action integral on an arbitrary contour in the coapiex q 

plane, connecting the classical turning points q, and q,. piq) is 



the local noaientua at q and the integration contour does not cross 

any cut of the function p(q) in the complex q plane. 

Let 

i-CS32) 

One can easily show that with the given choice of !• q. 

Now define 

a • |e| ln(|e|/e)-argr(i» i|e|). 

N(ic) - (l+e-
2l,lel) e 1 0 * 5 * " ^ 

and 

|N(ie)| 

One can then obtain [77] 

(A.2) 

CA.3) 

(A.4) 

(A. 5) 

CA.6) 

«CE.) 

e^/U^y2"**^-™ cosCo-ZS)]1^ e< 0 

(A. 7) 

e'TO/[l*N % 2 N cos{a-2S)]M2 e > 0 

which are the required formulae. It can be easily shown that 

W(E,)»1 for E f » Tf+Eb, and to e""
E for E f « T . » E . , as expected fro* 

the usual NKB connection formulae. 



APPENDIX B 

In this appendix we calculate the Gaussian path integral 

which appears in (3.23). A general nethod to deal with such 

integrals is described in Ref. [18]. In the present case we have a 

new feature which consists in the additional integration over the 

boundary values q. and q-. However, this does not cause any special 

difficulty. 

Let us denote by 6q(t) and Sp(t) the small deviations 

froa a given classical path. The stability equations for these 

quantities are obtained by varying (3.20). 

0 (B.l) 
0 

1 

-1 d 

ar-
%Ct) 0 

0 "»« 

«P 

[oq 

where 

Hqq(t) • (32H/3q2)C\ H p p • (»'H/3p') 
2,ci 

Consider the following initial conditions for (B.l) 

Sj" 6q(t.) - opdj) - 0 

a 6q(t.) • B op(tt) • 0 

(B.2) 

• . < * with Sj - • (d~S, ./dq") and the constants a and S chosen 

arbitrarily as long as the condition 

det * 0 (B.3) 



is fulfilled. 

Following the method of Ref. [13] the Gaussian path 

integral (3.23) can be expressed through Sq and 6p which satisfy 

(B.l) and (B.2) as 

r„ :« - VtfW 
2l*(Sf"o'q(tf) - ip(tf)) 

SJ-SJ)(SJ«q(lf)-«p{tf)) 

1/2 
ivn/2 (B.4) 

Here the quantities <5q(t) and 6p(t) are the solutions of the 

initial value problea which is obtained fro* (B. 1-2) by setting 

the lutrix of the second derivatives of H(p,q) to zero. The phase 

vn/2 in (B.4) is related to the so-called focal points along the 

classical trajectory and is discussed at length in Ref.[16]. 

We can further simplify the expression (B.4) using the 

explicit fora (2.2) of the unperturbed Haailtonian H (p,q). 

Let us choose a-1 and S-0 in Eq.(B.2) which is consistent with 

(B.3). Observing that £q(t) and Spit) are independent of time 

we obtain for the numerator of (B.4) 

Sf" «q(tf) - 6p(tf) - Sf" oqUj) - 6pitt1 • Sf" - Sj" 

(B.S) 

For the denoainator of (B.4) we have 

Sf" oq(tf)-6p(t£) » -(•/p(tf))(dU(qf)/dqf)«q(tf)-«p(tf) 

(B.6) 

where Eq.(3.6) was used. With the given choice of the constants 

3 and S one can eesily show that 

6q(tf) - Sq(tf)/3q(tj) (B.7a) 

0PCtf) • 3p(tf)/3q(t,) (B.7b) 



This result is obtained by differentiating the classical equation 

of notion with respect to q(t.) and allows us to express Eq.(B.4) 

in terns of the change in the final energy E. when the initial 

coordinate q(t.) is varied 

3Ef P ( V dU 

sifter ' - r - Sp<V * W *«<««) <B-8> 
Using (B.S), (B.6) and (B.S) to simplify tht expression (B.4) we 

obtain the result (3.24). 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 - Different potential functions used in the Coulomb 

fission calculations. Full line represents the 

potential C-.S), dashed line - the cubic polinonial 

potential of Ref. [2,3], dashed - dotted line - the 

comparison potential (2.10). 

2 
Fig. 2 - Matching factor W (E). The resonance structure is 

determined by the positions of the quasistationary 

vibrational levels. 

Fig. 3 - Classically allowed final energies as functions of 

initial coordinate x, for different target orientation 

angles.The lower and upper parts of each curve correspond 

to positive and nagative values of the initial momentum. 

Arrows denote the positions of the classical 

turning points of the initial Motion. 

Fig. 4 - Example of a complex trajectory with real final energy 

which asymptotically leaves the region oi the barrier. 

Dots and crosses denote the positions of constant 

turning points for the ground state and final energy, 

respectively. Hatched part of the trajectory denotes 

the time interval during which almost all energy 

transfer occurs. 

Fig. 5 * Same as Fig. 4 but for different target orientation. 

Fig. 6 • Example of a complex trajectory with real final 

energy which does not leave the region of the barrier. 

Fig. 7 - Fission energy distribution for different target 

orientations 8(P(cosS)). The fine resonance structure and 

its smoothing are indicated on the upper curve. 



u 

Fig. 8 - Calculated fission angular distribution. 

Fig. 9 - Measured and calculated energy dependence of the fission 

cross-section. 

Fig.10 - Coulomb fission probabilities for different barrier 

heights. 
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